
    Curriculum Map-- Kings School District Mythology Map  
Big ideas Essential Questions  Skills/Standards Activities/Assessments 

 

 

1. Study myths to 

learn about the 

history and the 

literary traditions 

of various cultures.  

 

2. Study various 

ways of 

interpreting myths.  

 

3. Use myths to 

find universal ideas 

that link cultures 

across the world 

and from different 

time periods.  

 

4.  Use myths as a 

starting point for 

exploring your own 

sense of the 

sacred.  

 

 

1. What can myths 

teach us about 

the values and 

perspectives of 

the cultures that 

produced them?  

2. How have myths 

been perceived 

by the various 

fields of study 

that have 

analyzed them?  

3. What can myths 

show us about 

universal human 

impulses and 

needs?  

4. How can myths 

encourage us to 

identify and 

analyze our own 

beliefs?  

5. How have myths 

formed the 

foundation and 

framework for 

storytelling 

through the 

ages?  

1.  Students will study the myths of various cultures, while 

also exploring the cultures themselves. Extended 

consideration will be given to Greek and Norse myths.  

2. Students will learn and apply various approaches to the 

study of mythology, including but not limited to:  

 Anthropological 

 Sociological 

 Psychological 

 Political 

 Spiritual 

3. Students will compare and contrast myths from a 

diverse variety of cultures, identifying both unique and 

universal elements.   

4. Students will explore and analyze their own beliefs, 

taking into consideration the themes and plots of myths.   

5. Students will connect their study of myths to modern 

environmental, social, and political issues.  Special 

consideration will be given to gender issues.  

6. Students will explore themes and images from myths in 

modern storytelling.  

7. Students will common character types from myths 

across the world, with special focus on heroes and 

tricksters.  

8. Students will explore the ways in which people’s 

perceptions of death have influenced and been 

influenced by their myths.  

Students will demonstrate their knowledge of the 

skills/standards by completing assessments of the following 

types:  

 Objective tests 

 Essays 

 Dramatic presentations 

 Visual representations of the information 

 Poetic expressions of concepts 

 Musical expressions of concepts 

 

Readings include selections from:  

World Mythology, by Donna Rosenberg 

The Complete Idiot’s Guide to Classical Mythology 
Parallel Myths by JF Bierlein 

The Hero With a Thousand Faces, by Joseph Campbell 

The Goddess, by Leeming and Page 

 

 


